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Value Given, Value Received, the second volume of the three-part Blind
Vision series, is a critical extension of the fundamentals Curtis Greco
presented in We Hold These Truths... the introductory volume of this $21.95
series. Using the language and subject of economics and his own history,
this book grapples not only with the question, “What is freedom?” it
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also explores freedom’s natural extension – a citizen’s personal industry.
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“There’s an old saying in sports–and elsewhere– that
claims rookies get a break because they’re ‘firsttime lucky.’ With his first book, We Hold These
Truths, Curtis Greco may have been first-time lucky.
With this book, Value Given, Value Received,
he proves he’s second-time brilliant. Greco’s new
book delivers a winning strategy for America.”
—PAT WILLIAMS, Senior Vice President, Orlando
Magic, Author of Nail It! & Daly Wisdom
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Curtis C. Greco | Santa Rosa, California
Curtis Greco, founder of The Imperfect Messenger Foundation, is an engaging speaker and
writer covering a variety of topics including kinetic behavioral dynamics and socio-political,
economic and corporal philosophies. A successful businessman, Curtis has spent 13 years in
professional public accounting and 20 years in real estate sales, development and finance. He
currently resides in Santa Rosa, California with his wife and two children.
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